Wednesday was the day I was waiting for. I really wanted to see Ship Island Lake which
is the largest lake in the Frank Church Wilderness. I had seen some beautiful pictures and
wanted to experience it for myself. As I reached the ridge the view of Airplane and Ship
Island lakes was spectacular.

Airplane and Ship Island Lakes from the trail atop the ridge.

We passed Airplane Lake to fish it on the way back. As we reached Ship Island and
pulled out our rods we were expecting to catch Cuts. We did catch a few Cuts but only
after we had caught several small Goldens. It was a nice surprise. We made our way
down the north bank nearly to the end of the mile long lake. The wind was blowing hard
but I managed to find good success in the calmer coves. My brother was catching them
anywhere on his spinners.
After soaking in the views we hiked to Ship Island Lake #2 which is a short hike up to
the little basin to the south. The lake was full of nice sized Goldens eager to feed. We ate
lunch here discussing the fact that we were a long way from nowhere. To make things
worse we decided to hike cross-country up to Ship Island Lakes #3 & #4. It was a steep
climb up down and all around only to find lakes that were barren. I know they have a
history of Goldens from my research but not this year as far as we could tell. All was not
lost. We had some great views of Ship Island Lake and saw a nice Buck that didn’t seem
too alarmed by our presence.

Rick with a small Golden from Ship Island Lake

Ship Island Lake

A curious Buck not too concerned of our presence

Ship Island Lake

Sheepeater Lake

Shoban Lake

One of the many Grouse we saw each day

That afternoon we hiked up into a hanging valley to Shoban and Sheepeater Lakes. It was
easy fishing for small Cuts. The alpine scenery was beautiful. We made our way down to
Airplane for a little evening fishing. We didn’t fish long because we didn’t want to hike
in the dark. We caught some Rainbow and a few Cuts of moderate size. It was windy so I
didn’t get a good feel for the fishing in Airplane Lake.
Thursday morning we picked up camp and hiked 4 miles to Welcome Lake. Along the
way we fished Wilson and Harbor lakes with no luck. It was the most visited area which
may have had something to do with the fishing.

Wilson Lake

After we set up camp at Welcome Lake we day hiked on a trail up and over a steep ridge
in to Terrace Lakes. It was another scenic hike, the trail being cut into the cliff near the
ridge top. There were scenic views of Heart Lake off one side and the four Terrace Lakes
off the other side. Both lakes were well named. You could see into the heart of the Frank
Church including smoke from a fire in the distance. The shades of blue seemed to roll on
forever and ever.
We never did fish Heart Lake but the fishing in Terrace Lakes was hot for fish in the 15”
range, a few being larger. I was going to hike over to Barking Fox Lake but could not
leave the fabulous fishing. As we were fishing the lower lake, a train of pack mules
passed by probably on their way to a ranch on the Middle Fork Salmon River. It was only
11 miles to the Middle Fork but it is was down, down, down.

The pass between Heart and Terrace Lakes

Terrace Lakes
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Rick and I caught a double; a 15” Cut &15” Rainbow on the lower Terrace Lake

Deer greeted us at our camp at Welcome Lake

A pack train of mules bound for the Middle Fork

Friday would be a test of our endurance. It was the end of the week and we had a 15 mile
day planned with plenty of cross-country. The southern end of the crags didn’t have the
scenic grandeur of the northern end but was less crowded. I wanted to cover all the lakes
within the trail system so we dug in and did it. We had our dose of big fish already and
were pretty content with the trip or so we thought. Needless to say we went out on a bang
and were rewarded with the largest fish of the trip.
All the lakes held moderate size Cuts with the exception of Buck, Echo and Twin Cove
Lakes. Historically, according to my research there were Golden in Turquoise and
Skyhigh Lakes but all we caught were many Cuts.

My 16” lunker Cut from Echo Lake

One of my favorite memories from the trip was walking up to the shore of Buck Lake and
seeing a swimming log right next to the bank. I started shaking I got so excited. I yelled
to my brother who was still on the trail to come and watch as I flipped my Royal Wulff
within a few feet of the tall grass and in front of the fish. As the fish approached my fly
he began to rise, open his mouth and suck in my fly. On the turn of his head I applied the
pressure and all heck broke loose. My reel screamed as the 17” Rainbow rocketed deep
into the depths of the lake. It was fun fighting the fish on my little 3wt.
This scenario played out several times on Buck Lake as huge fish were cruising the
shoreline. I caught one bruiser a few inches from the bank. There were also a few times
that I would approach a grassy bank and could not see the water. If it looked promising I
would cast my fly near the bank and wait for the splash.

A few nice Rainbows from Buck Lake

A nice hybrid

It was an awesome trip that I would highly recommend to any backcountry enthusiast
even if you don’t fish. We are going to up the ante next year and try for the largest
Goldens in the world in the Wind River range of Wyoming. It is now tradition that my
brothers and I take a week out of the year for a backcountry fishing excursion. Next year
will be the biggest endurance test of all but I look forward to the challenge and the
rewards.

